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Big man on campus

Running history

Clearing and mild
with a high of 79.

Washington Post reporter
to teach at Eastern.

Cross country celebrates
championship anniversary.
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Student Senate
is still shrinking
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

The number of vacancies
on the Student Senate rose
by one more Tuesday as senate member David Boland
became the fifth member to
leave the senate this
semester.
Boland was removed from
t he senate after it was discovered that he did not have
the minimum number of
r equired semester hour s to
retain his seat. Senate members are required by the
Student Government constitution to have a minimum of
12 semester hours, the minimum for a full-time student.
Boland was the second
senate member who failed to
meet this requirement.
Senate member Jennifer
Zumwalt resigned Monday
for the same reason.

EAN ESKRA/Staff photographer
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following half an inch of rain,
Price said.
Tuesday was the 12th day
of rain for August making the
total rainfall for the month
2.83 inches, which is slightly
below the 3.41-inch August
average, Price said.
P r ice said the rain and
cooler temperatures were
caused by a break in the
weather that should have
come days earlier but had
been held up by the presence
of Hurricane Emily off the
southeastern coast of the
Carolinas.
"The air mass (that brought
rain and cooler temperatures)
was held back because of the
atlantic disturbance, which
caused very high temperatures in the Southeast," Price
said. "The movement of the
hurricane finally set the jet
streams and air masses in
motion bringing us our current weather."

"It's a shame that we won't
have (Boland) here anymore,
but he just doesn't have the
h ours," Senate Speaker
Bobby Smith said. "The constitution is very specific on
this point. It's a pretty clearcut t hing, and I can't make
exceptions."
Smith said Monday he
received information t h at
some senate members wer e
not meeting the minimum
hours requirement, which
prompted him to run a check
on all senate members' class
sch edu les.
The
check
r evealed t h at both Bola nd

and Zumwalt have less than
12 semester hours.
"From what I understand,
(Boland) has been doing
some graduate work and he's
only taking one class," Smith
said. "It's n ot a situation
where he could just pick up
an extra class and come out
all right."
Boland was elected to the
senate in last spring's election. He was unavailable for
comment Tuesday.
"Basically, what happen s
now is that (Boland is) out,"
Smith said. "There won't be
any formal rem oval process,
just a notification to him that
h e is no longer on the senate."
The senate began the year
with two open seats. These
were a result of vacancies left
by Luke Neumann, who was
• Conttnued on page 2

Parking lots renovated

BRIAN HUCHEL
of Eastern students try to auoid a large puddle in the By
Staff writer
quad that accumulated after Tuesday's rain. After
consecutive days of 90-d.egree heat. the temperature
Two Eastern parking lots
to a high of 74 on Tuesday.
underwent renovations in

•
give

• Senate to vote
on LEAD bill at
meeting. See page
3.

August at a cost of about
$37,000, Eastern officials said.
To make the lots safer and
more convenient, parking lots
for Blair Hall and Old Main
were renovated to close existing entrances, add ramps for
the handicapped and build
new spaces.
Old Main's north parking
lot was reconfigured for safety
reasons, according to Kevin
Kersey, assistant chief for the
University Police Department.
"Pedestrian safety in tbe lot
was one reason for the work
on the Old Main lot," Kersey
said. "People driving on
Lincoln Avenue would drive
through the lot in order to
avoid the stoplight. That made
walking through the lot dan-

gerous for both administrators
and students," he added.
The construction was also
done to beautify the lot, said
Suzanne Chouinard, administrative assistant to Charles
Colbert, vice president for
business affairs.
"The work was also done to
make the university more
attractive to people," she said.
"Plan ts and low shrubbery
were planted to make the
parking lot look better," she
added.
Chouinard said renovations
on the Old Main lot cost the
university about $17 ,000.
The work on the parking lot
next to Blair Hall was done in
conjunction with the building's
renovation, a project estimated to cost $20,000.
Chouinard said that funding for the projects came from
a general fund, which is comprised mainly of revenue from

parking permits and tickets.
In addition to the plants
and shrubbery planted in both
lots, two new handicappedaccessible ramps were constructed in Old Main's north
lot . The two original entrances
were replaced with garden
areas.
A center drive was built for
use as an entrance and exit.
Eleven new parking spaces
were added to the Blair Hall
parking lot as well as two new
entrances and exits.
Chouinard said Eastern is
also planning the expansion of
the Ninth Street parking lot to
add about 140 spaces to the
east side of the existing pavement.
Although the plan has been
approved locally, the Board of
Governors and the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
have yet to approve th e project.

Hurricane brushes past coast
MANTEO, N.C. CAP) - Hurricane Emily
blew roofs off buildings and severely flooded
the Outer Banks on Tuesday as it brushed by
the fragile island chain at high tide with 115
mph wind and heavy rain.
Forecasters said it likely would be the
storm's closest encounter with the U.S. mainland.
"The house is shaking terribly from the
wind and waves. Water is pouring m everywhere, from cracks in the doors and windows
and from the roof," Irene Nolan said from her
home in the tiny seaside village of Frisco,
where she rode out the storm.

"Everything under the house ... is floating
down the street with the current," she said.
Many buildings along Ocracoke and
Hatteras islands lost their roofs as wind
gusts topped 90 mph, said Dare County
emergency management officials, who abandoned their operations center on Hatteras
because of flooding.
The center of the hurricane got as close as
about 20 miles due east of Cape Hatteras late
Tuesday afternoon, and the eye wall - the
region of strongest wind around the calm eye
- moved over Hatteras Island, said Bob
•Continued on page 2

Psychiatric exam ordered
for unlicensed colony doctor
TUSCOLA (AP) - A man
convicted of practicing
medicine without a license in
an Amish colony was ordered
to have a psychiatric exam
Tuesday after declaring he
was God's ambassador
immune from prosecution.
Douglas County Judge
Frank Lincoln said he was
troubled by a document that
Albert Miller sent to the court
after the conviction July 28.
He said he would postpone
a sentence until a Champaign
psychiatrist, Dr. Arthur
Traugott, talks to Miller.
"I'm asking Dr. Traugott to
decide what sentence is best
to protect the people," Lincoln
said.
The judge is considering
probation for Miller but is concerned that the Kalona, Iowa,
man may ignore the court and
resume his unusual practice.
Working out of a farm shed
in Arthur, the heart of Illinois'
Amish community, Miller

treated dozens of Amish with
unu su a l r e m edies, such as
animal medication, low currents of electricity and
"Miller's Minerals." Aut horities believed he was threat to
his patients, but th e Amish,
following their cu stom,
refused to help in any investigation and instead continued
to support Miller.
He was convicted after a
local woman agreed to secretly
wear a microphone and pose
as a patient.
Since his arrest in
November, Miller, 63, has
mailed documents to the court
saying prosecutors have no
authority over him.
His latest letter asked for
$15,000 in lost income and
described himself as an
ambassador of God, "the
father in heaven," State's
Attorney Richard Broch said.
Broch wants Miller to
receive a two-year prison sentence.

Defense attorney Kent
Heller is requesting probation
or conditional discharge,
which would require his client
to keep a clean record for a
year.
"There are no people here
who said 'Albert Miller hurt
me, Albert Miller stole from
me,"' Heller said.
But the judge said "we don't
know how many people may
have been hurt" because t he
Amish don't press charges.
Miller did not talk inside or
outside the courtroom.
D uring the July trial, as
many as thr ee rows were
filled with Amish who like
him. He did not draw a crowd
Tuesday but there were a few

supporters.
"This man was doing at
least as good as a hospital for
only $10 or $15," said Alma
Appenzeller, who is not
Amish. "Medical doctors have
their place. Mr. Miller has
his."

elected stu dent body president in last spring's election,
and Matt Giordano, who was
elected to the chief of staff
position .
· Tlle third ope n seat
occurred when senate member Da vid Swi tzer did not
return to school this fall,
despite the fact that he was
just elected to the senate for
the first time in last spring's

election.
Traditionally, the senate
h as experien ced a high number of r esignations a nd
vacancies at the beginning of
each semester. At the beginning of last spring semester,
the senate had to r e pl ace
eight members, causing some
to call for a more thorough
process in selecting senate
replacements.
The senate is accepting
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petitions to fill the vacancies.
Students inter ested in positions have until 4 p.m. today
to apply. Petitions are available in the Student
Government office, Room 201
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Smith said eight petitions
have been returned to the
Student Government office.
Eight more petitions are still
out.

Hurricane _________
er.
The hurricane was passing as an excepSheets, director of the National Hurricane tionally high full moon tide peaked at about
Cent.er.
8 p.m. The storm also was expected to dump
No part of the eye crossed land, however. 4 to 8 inches of rain in its path.
The eye had grown to 45 miles wide Tuesday
Two houses at Kitty Hawk that had been
evening. and it was 30 miles due east of damaged by previous storms fell into the
Rodanthe at 8 p.m.
Atlantic.
Cars were floating in a bank parking lot in
No injuries were immediately reported,
Buxton, and fallen trees were blocking roads, though to the north, a surfer was missing in
said the National Weather Service in Buxton, Virginia.
which also reported flooding in the yard of its
The weather service in Buxton recorded
office, a mile inland from Pamlico Sound.
sustained wind of 58 mph with gusts to 98
The slow-moving storm was expected to mph. The Diamond Shoals light tower 14
create a tidal surge 6 to 8 feet high, though miles southeast of Cape Hatteras had susthe weather service said flooding reports on tained wind of 102 mph with gusts as high as
Hatt.era::> indicated the surge was even high- 132 mph.
• From page 1
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Carpenter, Walker
take senate seats
By JOHN FERAK
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate voted Tuesday
to let David Carpenter reassume his
seat after leaving the group for a
semester, resolving a conflict which
had left the senate with one too many
members.
Questions arose when senate member David Carpenter, an English professor, left the university for a Board
of Governor's fellowship last spring.
Steve Laribee, a business professor,
filled Carpenter's seat.
At about the same time, senate
member Craig Eckert resigned and
was replaced by Langford Walker.
Carpenter returned from his fellowship this summer and is back on
the senate, leaving Laribee without a
seat and the senate with 16 members. Its bylaws state that only 15
members, including the senate chairman, are allowed to hold seats.
Walker and Laribee both felt they
should fill Eckert's position; Laribee
because he had more votes in the prer
vious election than Walker.
At Tuesday's meeting, the senate
voted 9-4 in favor of naming Walker

to take the seat vacated by Eckert.
The senate's bylaws state that
when replacing a senate member, the
individual with the next highest
number of votes in the previous election will be offered the open seat.
Although Laribee received more
votes than Walker, senate members
said because Laribee was appointed
to serve for Carpenter, he should forfeit the seat.
Senate members questioned the
ambiguity of the bylaws. Some said
they were concerned that a similar
conflict could occur again.
"I looked at the bylaws and there
are all kinds of questions in it," said
senate member Gary Aylesworth.
"That's terrible for a document like
this."
With Walker's appointment, the
senate voted in favor of replacing the
individual senate member and not
the senate member's seat, which in
this case, was vacated only temporarily. .
Laribee said he disagreed with the
senate's decision.
"If someone fills in as an alternate,
I think they logically continue to
serve on senate," he said.

Experimental drug
kills five patients
in an emotional interview describing
the horror of realizing the drug was
A fifth volunteer died Tuesday killing people months after they
from an experimental drug touted as stopped taking it.
"The dreadful thing (is) waiting to
a miracle cure for hepatitis B, beyond
medical rescue even as scientists see what wi11 happen," he said, his
'unraveled the mystery of what went voice trembling, before learning of
the most recent death. "I just hope
gravely wrong in a clinical trial.
Agonizingly, the first clue was in we're over the worst."
The drug Fialuridine, or FIAU, had
plain sight a year ago, but
researchers at the National shown great promise for fighting the
Institutes of Health didn't know hepatitis B virus, which can cause
enough about how the drug worked deadly cirrhosis and liver cancer.
•
to recognize what it meant, the When dogs passed toxicity tests
unharmed, the Food and Drug
study's
lead scientist says.
r Shannon Barber. an administration of information systems major,
"Something terrible happened and Administration approved FIAU for
to purchase a print at an art sale in the union ballroom of the Martin
we missed it," Dr. Jay Hoofnagle said human trials.
King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon.
By The Associated Pre88
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nate to decide Author to teach .course
n new LEAD bill
By ADAM McHUGH
campus editor

e Student Senate WedY will vote t.o approve a
that would create a proaimed at improving stuaccess and involvement
campus organizations.
e bill, which is directed
d freshman and other
ltudents, would establish
gram call LEAD. The
would introduce stuinterested in campus
ent and leadership t.o
· bed student organiza, such as Student
ent.
oduced last week by
Speaker Bobby Smith,·
was revised after some
by senate members.
considered a lot of the
ion from last week's
," Smith said. "We did
compromising and
out some of the di:fferand made the bill a little
and a little better."
original bill stated that
program members
attend a minimum of

two senate meetings per
semester and participate in
the Student Government
office. Many senate members
thought this requirement was
too vague.
Smith said the proposed bill
has been amended t.o require
LEAD participants to assist
senate members and Student
Government executives in carrying out their senate duties.
Also at the meeting, the
Senate will vote t.o approve the
appointments of Senate committee chairmen and chairwomen, which are subject t.o
Smith's approval.
Senate committee appointees are: elections Chairwoman Amy Levine, appropriatians and judiciary Chain:Dan
Andy Ramage, student awareness Chairman Lance Phillips,
internal affairs Chairman
John Kohl, university rela-·
tions Chairman Alec Nevalainen, housing and university
development Chair-woman
Julea Warren, governmental
affairs Chairwoman April
Gowdy and academic affairs
Chairwoman Julie Tizzard.

Journalist, author and
political commentator Juan
Williams, whose speech on
civil rights last April filled
Lumpkin Auditorium, will
return t.o Eastern next week
for a 10-week stint as a visiting professor.
Williams, a reporter and
columnist for The Washington Post, will be joining
Eastem's faculty as a distinguished visiting professor of
journalism, teaching a course
offering three hours of credit
in five liberal arts disciplines:
journalism, history, political
science, Afro-Amer-ican studies and sociology.
The course will be based
on research Williams gathered for his book, "Eyes on
the Prize," which examines
th~ history of the civil rights
movement and how media
coverage affected its developmen t. The award-winning
documentary version of his
book is being shown this
week on PBS stations.
Along with teaching the
media and civil rights course,
Williams will make several

public presentations and
guest lectures for classes in
several other departments.
John David Reed, chairman of the journalism
department, said Eastern's
cultural diversity committee
asked Williams t.o return to
Eastern as a professor following the reception his speech
received.
"Williams is taking a leave
from the newspaper t.o work
on his book, so the committee
asked him to come back,"
Reed said.
Williams continues to
work on a biography of the
late. U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall.
Williams said the reason
for his decision to return as a
professor involved the reception he received from students,.and faculty during his
speech. which was part of the
journalism department's cul. tural diversity week.
"There were some good
questions and lively exchanges throughout my
speech, and as long as I could
continue to work on my book,
I felt I could come back," he
said.
Williams, who guest lee-

tured
at
American
University in Washington,
D.C. last year, said he
believes he can discuss with
students his experiences in
the real world that might be
helpful to them after graduation.
"fm a working journalist,
so I can tell students how I
dealt with this person, this
issue, or this situation, bringing media experience int.o the
classroom," Williams said.
The course titled "Media
Coverage and Development
of the Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1993" will be
held from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays in
the Buzzard Building from
Sept..8 to Nov. 10.
About 40 seats were originally available for the course,
but many were taken quickly,
Reed said.
The course, which was
originally listed under five
subject headings, is now
available under only three:
Journalism 4900, Political
Science 4503 and History
4775. &ats for credit in afroamerican studies and sociology are no longer being
offered.

1Dililf Eastern Jews

There is need
for alcohol
support group
Call it whatever name you want, but the
organization of an alcoholic-support group on
Eastern· s campus can be nothing but good
for Eastern students.
The group, which is being started by
Wesley Foundation Director Tony Soper, has
- - - - - - - - been started to give Its
members a chance to
- - - - - - - - discuss their abuse of
alcohol in a non-judgmental environment.
There is an obvious need for such a group.
A study released last week by Core
Institute for Alcoholic and Other Drug Studies
at Southern llllnols University at Carbondale
found that drinking on college campuses ls
widespread, and excessive drinking Is more
prevalent among fraternity members. Those
fraternity members reported drinking an
average of 20.3 drinks a week while other
college men reported an average of 7. 5
drinks.
The report also stated that sorority members said they drank an average of almost
twice as much alcohol per week than all
other college women.
The establishment of the group, which will
hold its first meeting at 6 p.m. Wednesday at
the Wesley Foundation, 2202 Fourth St, could
help out students, who either know they
have a problem or think they have a problem.
Soper said he believes a program that
allows students with alcohol abuse problems
to discuss their situations Is long overdue on
Eastern's campus.
"I've been trying to get a group of students together Inc this format for about two
years now." he sa(d. "But I was never able to
find students who~ wanted to assume leadership roles In the group."
There was some controversy over whether
or not Soper's group was afflliated with
Alcoholics Anonymous. Soper said In a letter
to the editor that his group was not an
Alcohollcs Anonymous group, but that It was
an "AA-type group" and the students In the
group will decide its direction and mission.
Whether the group Is affiliated with AA or
not, Soper Is giving students an excellent
chance to show up and get some help.

No need to panic over gang possi
He didn't event~ to hide It
The young man ambling
down Seventh Street was more
out-of-place than most freshmen were this week. Mostly
obscured by a sweatshirt hood,
he scanned the turn-of-the-century homes and glared at passIng motorists. Anyone on a
stroll orwalklng a dog, crossed
the street before nearing him.
I compared his proftle with

Clads
SUlldhelm

- - - - - - - - with the wrong style and tast~
could be a dangerous membet
" I doubt anyone
Some Mslgns" or gestures
fn Charleston
lndude such anomalies as a left
will panic over
hand tucked in one's pocket«
a somewhat cocked baseball
What WQS Said cap. To take that at face value,
fast week; para- this campus Is already crawl
noia UXJuld be
with subversives.
Police wevidence" that
gro
SS.
ingredients for gang actlvlty
exist lnduded the city's first

undJe

.,

those in the literature provided - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - crack-cocaine sale occurring
by Charleston police. It was a near-perfect match: He
than a month ago. Said Police Chief Herb Steidinger,
wore pants, basketball shoes, a crooked cap and a shirt.
the elements are here.~
Worse yet, they were all colored.
Other indications are graftttl and a marked rise in
For a moment, I didn't know whether to call U.S.
local crime, particularly violence Involving guns.
Marshals, the National Guard, or the FBI.
The experts also said Illinois gangs are among the
No doubt he was sizing up Charleston for leaders of
most powerful and widespread, with groups in all 50
his Chicago gang.
states. E.astern's mostly transient population could
My roommate the Vice-Lord scout.
Itself to Inviting gangs. the experts said.
Regular readers of the News will know that two stateThe local rumors (and that may even be too legltlpollce gang experts addressed Charleston residents
mate a term) are that recent burglaries have ap
Thursday about the potential for gang activity here.
sought gang dothlng and that alleged gang opera
They were careful not to say that gangs haven't moved
have an Increasing rapport with high-school stud
in yet but warned us to be aware and on the lookout.
Based on the sketchy information police have
To be honest, It was a more convincing case than I
released. It's an awfully weak list.
had expected. Mattoon police sponsored a similar
I doubt anyone in Charleston will panic over
forum last spring with about the same content.
was said last week: paranoia would be groundless.
Gangs have made inroads In Champaign-Urbana and
One of the experts, Sgt. Michael Bernardi, asked
Decatur, and perhaps there's call for caution throughout
audience, Wis there anything unique about this c
downstate now.
nity that would lead you to believe It couldn't h
Yet it's hard not to feel that the talk of gangs here Is
here?"
alarmist's rhetoric. Having lived all of my 20 years in
I've been wrong enough times before not to bite
Charleston, It sounds more like small-town bristling than that, but what's needed here Is a thorough thi
a true threat-someone's overactive imagination.
fact from unfounded
The literature police handed out only served to hurt
- Chris Sundhelm is news editor and a regular
their case. Seventeen pages of gang names, symbols,
columnist forThe Dally Eastern News.
dress and philosophy made It look as though anyone

rear.

Editorial

WIU students paying twice for athleti
Editor's note: This edltorlal ran In the Aug. 27 Western
Courier, a dally paper at Western 11//nols Unlverslty.
These days Its takes more than your student 1.0. to
gain admission Into WJU's sporting events. Students
must either purchase a season pass for $ t 0 or a Western
Express Card for $25.
While the $ t 0 pass CXN'el"5 only actual admission to
the sporting events, the $25 Western Express Card not
only let'S students go to the games. but also enables
them to purchase products for additional discounts at
some Macomb-area stores.
On the surface,$ 10 or $25 doesn't seem to be a
major Inconvenience for those who want to see the
games. The money from the passes goes back Into an
already ailing athletic program. However. In previous
years admission to Westem's sporting events was free to
students with a valid Western 1.0. Also last year, the
Student Government Association approved a $5 Increase
In student athletic fees for the 1993-94 school year.
While It Is certalnly understandable that fees should
increase with time, are students being asked to pay
twice for the athletic program by way of fee Increases
and the new season pass for sporting events? It would
seem that whenever a group such as the athletic pro-

GueMt Tiewpoint
gram or Student Residential Programs finds Itself In
cJaJ straits, students are forced to foot the bill. In
we are being trlcked Into paying twice for the

thing.
Student fees for the athletic program should
admission to sporting events: instead we must
chase a pass for admlsslon to the games. As If to
Insult to Injury, Western Is shamelessly~
$25 express card while neglecting to mention the
expensive. no fi111s, $ t 0 season pass. Perhaps the
istratlon f'eels what we don't know, won't hurt us.
What are we paying for? The proftts from the
Increased fees and the season passes go right
the athletic program to benefit the small nwnber
dents who are Involved in the athletic programs
pus. It's not going to pay for the new student
center. That will come from another fee if It Is
when put to a vote by the students. Basically we
Ing for the privilege of attending WIU's sporting

and we are paying for It twice.

Guitarist II II II
kicks off THIRSTY'S
concerts
ORIGINAL
NICKEL
NIGHT
TONIGHT

By ED LAPORTE

Staff writer

Viska, a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, demonstrates the fraternity's rush
ion for the day, the "obitron," Tuesday afternoon in Greek Court.

istory professor returns
ne Elbert, a history professor for 25
who left Eastern two years ago to
e Illinois state historian, returned to
classroom and the history department
fall.
rt came to Eastern in 1966, teaching
Illinois history before leaving in 1991
e as historian for the Illinois Historic
ation Agency in Springfield.
rt, who returned to teaching Aug. 25,
served as executive director of the
ois State Historical Society in
eld.
said the main reason for his departure
driving the 100-mile Charleston-toeld commute several times a week for
two years.
ometimes my wife would come to

Springfield, other times I would come to
Charleston, but it just got tiring after a
while," Elbert said.
Along with his role as history professor,
Elbert will now serve as coordinator of historical administration at Eastern, a graduate
program which trains students for jobs much
like his in Springfield and serves as a link
with museums and historical societies, helping students find internships and jobs in history.
Elbert said he will return to teaching after
working in Springfield having learned many
valuable lessons.
"Part of my job in Springfield was working
with museums and historical societies, and
that is what these students are learning to
do," Elbert said.
"I can now help students better learn about
different jobs in history because of my experience," he said.

The Univen;ity Board
begins its fall series of performing artists Thursday with
acoustic guitarist Michael
Gulezian.
Gulezian will perform at 7
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Admission
is $1 for students and $3 for
the general public.
A native of Arizona,
Gulezian has played in clubs,
most notably New York's Roxy
and Chicago's Park West, and
universities across the nation.
"He played at the
University of Illinois last fall,
and the turnout for the show
was really great," said Shelly
White, coordinator of the
event. "That is where we
heard about him."
She said crowd of between
100 and 150 people is expected to attend the concert.
Gulezian has also performed at the University of
Illinois at Urbana, Bradley
University, Northern Illinois
University and Southern
Illinois
University
at
Carbondale.
He released his first album,
Snow, a collection of acoustic
compilations on his own
record label, Aardvark
Records, after being rejected
by record companies.
Organizers say his acoustic
sounds have earned him
numerous repeat performances and a growing audience.
Gulezian's most notable
accomplishments include his
album Unspoken Intentions.
His most recent release,
Distant Memories and
Dreams, ranked second in CD
Reviews' "Disc of the Year" in
the New Age category.

als set for eniployees of Carbondale bar
HYSBORO (AP) - A
has set trial dates for
arbondale nightclub
oyees charged in the
of a Southern Illinois
ity student who died
· a scufile at the bar.
Jackson County grand
indicted the six, who are
Southern students,

for the Feb. 5 death of freshman Jose Waight at Checkers
nightclub. They each are
charged with involuntary
manslaughter, aggravated
battery, misdemeanor battery
and reckless conduct.
Waight, 24, died of asphyxiation, according to an autopsy.
He was from the Chicago sub-

: MICHAEL GULEZIAN
Performing Live
University Grand Ballroom
Thursday, September 2
7:00 p.m.
$1 students, $3 General Public

".91.coustic guitar virtuoso creating
an epic guitar adventure ...

rea[{y imaginative.

••
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aft.er Crawford's trial.
urb of South Holland.
Judge David Watt Jr. on
An Oct. 18 jury trial was
Monday set a Sept. 20 jury set for Richard Wojcik, 23, of
trial date for Edmund Bart, Stickney, a suburb of Chicago,
and Jeffrey Judd, 23, of Creal
23, of Aurora.
Watt set a Sept. 28 bench Springs. Their cases were contrial for Steven Crawford, 22, solidated.
of Tampico. A bench trial for
Watt also set a Nov. 1 jury
Charles Hicks, 22, of trial for Martin Todd Lewis,
Jacksonville, Fla., will be held 25, of Benton.

Great Fridges Left

on1y$291year
Free Delivery

345-7083

DKA
It's lonely At
The Top
RUSH PIKE

Racism forces town's last
black residents to leave
VIDOR, Texas (AP) - Ugly catcalls have
taken their toll on Bill Simpson and John
DecQuir. After just six months, Vidor's only
remaining black residents are packing their
bags, frightened by too many instances of
harassment.
"There are good people here, don't get me
wrong," said Simpson, a 7-foot, 300-pound
transplant from nearby Beaumont. "But it's
overshadowed by the negativity, the hostility,
the bigotry of this town."
A federal judge last year ordered the eastern
Texas town, home to 11,000 whites, to desegregate its 70-unit public housing complex. A few
blacks moved in last February, becoming
Vidor's fi rst black residents in at least 70
years. When they walked through town, they
were hailed with racist slurs.
Simpson, 37, and DecQuir, 59, are the last of
the arrivals to leave. They were preceded by
two black women and their five children, who
fled in July.
DecQuir moved out some of his belongings
Tuesday - he~s heading back to his native
Beaumont - and Simpson is planning to depart
on Wednesday to an undisclosed location.
While no one has physically attacked them,
the men say the derisive yells, the threats and
the oppressive fear have become all too much
to bear.

"I've had people who drive by and tell me
they're going home to get a rope and come back
and hang me, physical gestures, derogatory
words," Simpson said.
The police department said someone phoned
in a bomb threat six months ago, prompting
them to post a 24-hour guard at the housing
complex.
Simpson and DecQuir rarely leave t heir
apartments, which are shielded behind the
housing estate's chain-link perimeter fence.
"It's too much pressure," said DeQuir.
"People just won't leave it alone."
By that he also means the media .
Journalists from as far away as Australia have
come to town to meet the men.
The two moved to Vidor as the result of a
1980 class-action lawsuit filed against the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development by three blacks who were refused
available public housing because of their race.
U.S. District Judge William Wayne Justice
ruled that 170 public housing projects in 36
east Texas counties - some all-white and some
all-black - must be desegregated.
But as the spotlight falls relentlessly on
Vidor, embittering lifelong residents, little
attention is given to at least 11 public housing
authorities in those counties that remain allwhite.

Religions declare global ethic
CHICAGO (AP) - Leaders
of the world's major faiths
have declared a global ethic
that laments environmental
abuses, calls disarmament
the newest commandment
and condemns sexual discrimination.
The Declaration of a
Global Ethic, a historic
attempt to find values common to the world's religions,
has been signed by 20 leaders of major faiths who are
called presidents of the 1993
Parliament of World's
Religions.
Signers range from the
Dalai Lama, leader of
Tibetan Buddhism, to the
Rev. Wesley Ariarajah,
deputy general secretry of
the World Council of
Churches, which represents
most major Protestant
denominations.
Th e document, a copy of
which was obtained by The
Associated Press, goes before
a larger assembly of more
than 200 spiritual leaders for
their consideration beginning
Thursday. They will be asked
to sign it, but no other
changes may be made, parliament officials said.

. ~;AmOAT
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Names of most of the
major signers will be made
available at a formal signing
Saturday.
The religious leaders
reserved their harshest criticism for the sins of their own
faiths in a world where up to
two-thirds of armed conflicts
invoke the name of religion.
"Time and again we see
leaders and members of religions incite aggression,
fanaticism, hate and xenophobia - even inspire and
legitimize violent and bloody
conflicts .... We are filled
with disgust," the statement
says.
Hans Kung, the Swiss
Roman Catholic theologian
who was the document's
main author, hopes history
will compare it to the
American Bill of Rights.
"I really believe that we
have already a change of consciousness in the question of
nature and environment, in
the questions of war and

Don't 1niss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890
or
345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

peace, in the partnership of
men and women," Kung said
in an interview.
The declaration is the
most visible action of the
parliament, a weeklong gathering that attracted more
than 6,000 representatives of
the world's religions. The
goal of the parliament, the
first since an 1893 gathering
that marked the beginning of
the interfaith movement, is
to promote peace among religions and nations.
In that spirit, the document does not delve into
such controversial issues as
abortion, ethuanasia or
homosexuality.
Doing so would have
doomed the effort, Kung said.
"In terms of trying to
reflect certain common values •.. I think it goes a long
way and you have to start
somewhere," said Roman
Catholic Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin of Chicago, who
plans to sign the statement.
It does catalogue a list of
sins that leaders of
Christianity,
Judaism,
Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism
and other religions can
struggle against together.

WEDNESDAY AT

Mother's.

$1 Large Drafts c~h-?
$'1 ~ Bottles ~
FREE Hot Buttery Popcorn

EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT
AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI
14" Thin Crust Pizza : 411-MONICAL'S
with Any
One Topping
of Your Choice
:
Starting at

: EBPASTA

$595
I

:
I

$7.95 with a
I
16" Thin Crust Pizza I
IRIADIT1CICS 5 Soft Dough
Breadstlcb with Tangy Tomato
Sauce..........- ....- .... - .......just 9H
With choice of Mild Cheddar or

Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce
····-····--················-··-·····.Add 60c
CIANTl20ZSGFTDllNIOIOOle
from a 1election of Coca-Cola

$279
Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.
EXTIADIEISI Add Extra
to your pizza and get an
erou1 portion of our
Mozz.arella...•..........•••.•jult
Offers expire Oct. 3, 1
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Invites
All Men Interest
to a V.l.P
Dinner at the Ho
at 6:00

For Rides call: Brian 581-6880
Chris 348-7613
348-7888

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Medical school
enrollment up
ClllCAGO (AP) - The num-

goes through cycles," Jonas

ber of applicants to medical suggested Tuesday.
echools has zoomed up almost
II percent in five years, defywarnings that medicine
bas lost its appeal and bearing
witness to a tough job market
college graduates.
A record 42,625 people have
lied to U.S. medical schools
\his year, the Association of
American Medical Colleges
reported
Tuesday
in
hington, D.C.
No one can explain the
dy increase in applicants ,904 more than in 1988, the
wpoint of the past decade,
· the lead author of a report
medical education in
ednesday's Journal of the
rican Medical Association.
"We have a lot of theories.
haven't done any research,"
· Dr. Harry S. Jonas, direcof the ~s Division on
ndergraduate
Medical

The rise in medical applicants doesn't jibe with the dissatisfaction many doctors
express about medicine today
and with the specter of government regulation under health
care reform, the Jonas report
said.
The previous peak for medical-school applicants was
42,621in1974, said Dr. Robert
G. Pet.ersdorf, president of the
Association of American
Medical Colleges.
That "was due to what I like
to call the Vietnam bulge,
mainly white males who would
rather apply to medical school
than get shot at in Da Nang,"
Petersdorf said Tuesday by
telephone.
An ebb in applicants during
the early 1980s probably
stemmed from young people
realizing other opportunities
ucation.
were available and preparing
"Historically, it's like every- for them took a lot less time,
. g else in this country, it money, and effort, he said.

Serbian cease-fire is
climax of peace talks
GENEVA (AP) - Bosnia's
Muslim-led government and
rebel Serbs agreed Tuesday
on a new cease-fire hailed
by Serbs as a breakthrough
in the latest push to negotiate an end to the ethnic war.
Nikola Koljevic, an aide
to Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan Karadzic, said an
overall peace package to
divide Bosnia into three
ethnic republics could be
signed as early as
Wednesday.
But the warring factions
in Bosnia-Herzegovina Serbs, Muslims and Croats
- have violated all previous
cease-fire agreements since
fighting broke out nearly 17
months ago.
Koljevic said Karadzic
and Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic had agreed to a
cessation of hostilities as
part of a five-point plan that
also included prisoner
exchanges and a telephone
hot line between Serb and

government military headquarters.
Mirza Hajric, spokesman
for the government, confirmed the latest agreement
but played down its importance. He said he was
unaware of progress on the
borders of the ethnic
republics.
The two leaders also
agreed to set up a joint commission to regulate electricity and water supplies in all
cities and pledged to calm
the media, which has been
used to incite hatred
between the three ethnic
groups.
Koljevic said Izetbegovic
had made only minimal
demands for changes in a
map proposed by international mediators despite his
earlier statements that the
proposals were unacceptable.
lzetbegovic has slammed
the peace plan as rewarding
Serb and Croat aggression.

The Illinois Department of Professional
ation won't let people renew their
essional licenses if they have defaulton student loans. Doctors, architects,
etologists and the other regulated
essions can't do business without the
s.
"We give them licenses, and if they
fault on their student loans, their
nses are taken away," said Patricia
'els, the department's deputy director.

S

The department has been using such
tactics since 1986, when it joined forces
with the Student Assistance Commission,
the state's student-loan agency.
That effort worked so well that the
commission has also joined forces with
other licensing agencies, such as the
Department of Insurance, commission
spokesman Robert Clement said Tuesday.
"It's basically a message to professionals: The government helped finance your
education to get you where you are. You
have a legal obligation to repay that
money. We will work with you," he said.
The $3 million obtained through the
Professional Regulation Department
since 1986 doesn't begin to solve the prob-
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with Super DJ BIG BEN

Lunch: BBQ Rib Sandwich JH
Chef Salad zn
Dinner: Ribeye Dinner 512
20 oz. Miller Lite &. Bud Light 1s
• Make reservations for private parties
In our banquet facUlty.
• Dally Salad bar &.. Sunday
Buffet - coming soonl
19 to enter; 21 to drink ID- driver's license
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DRINK SPECIAL
Lieni Drafts
50<t all da

FOOD SPECIAL
Grilled Pork
Tenderloin Sandwich
basket includes
chips &.. _pickle spear

$3.75

tate making former students pay
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Some people
o refuse to repay their student loans
learning the state can take as well as
. And the lesson has forced 5,000 peoto pay more than $3 million on their

_,,,.
.......,.,,
ColoOo-...
_ o_d_
_
_

lem of student loan defaults. Thousands
of former students are in default on more
than $400 million.
Clement said borrowers default if they
fail to make a payment for at least six
months. The bank they borrowed from
then notifies the Student Assistance
Commission.
The commission shares the information
with the regulation department, which
checks its records to see if the defaulters
have professional licenses. The department licenses more than 600,000 people
in 44 occupations.
Professionals who are listed as defaulters then get warning letters telling them
to pay up or face losing their licenses.
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20 oz. - 50¢
Old Style Light
Natural Light
$1.00 Mixers
MILLER LIGHT
10 oz. 50¢
20 oz. $1.00
Hot Dogs 25¢
Live D.J.
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLI·
ANCE, 5th & Madison,
Charleston. 348· 0966
.,,....,..---,-- - -- -- ·9/24
TOKENS CHECK CASHING
SERVICE OPEN LATE AND
WEEKENDS TO SERVE YOU
BEST
_ _ __ _ _caMWF·9/17
Save on Motorcycle. auto, &
renters Insurance. Call DAN
CASTLE at HALL INSURANCE
at 345-7023.
_ __ _ _ __ __ 9/3

, Pouci:

The Daily Easrern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFI'ER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with establii;hed
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

Spring Break '94. Sell trips-eam
cash & go free . Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps. Call 800-648·4849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 9,/13

Habilltation Aides needed to
work with Developmentally
Disabled. Apply in person. 1701
18th St 345-4224.
- - - ,,..,,.___ _ __ 9./3

The Daily Ea.~tern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertise-

BARTENDERS AND WAIT·
RESSES. GOOD PAY, FUN
WORKING
CONDITIONS.
APPLY
IN
PERSON .
BROADWAY JOE'S, 1412
BROADWAY. MATIOON
_ __ __9/1
Substitute teachers and substitute classroom aides needed for
1993-94 school year. Program
for behaviorally/emotionally dis·
turbed
students,
K· 12 .
Programs sites 1n Mattoon and
Kansas. Teachers subs must
have 4 year college degree. AID
subs must have high school
diploma Please call 235-0551 ,
ex. 226 or 948·5151 for further
info.
- : - --.-,....---- - 9
, /2
Gymnastic instructor and coaches: Rec Program, Girls Team.
Boys Team, Tumbling; Dance
Instructor: ballet, jazz, tap and
porn pon. Phone the Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/2
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ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545·4155 ext. A5738
_ _ __ _ __ __ 9/17
HELP WANTED EAST SIDE
PACKAGE . EVENINGS AND
WEEKENDS. MUST BE 21 . RT
130 AT JACKSON AVE.
=:-:'==c-:""':'."_
_ _ __
9/1
EXTERIOR
PAINTERS :
Experienced student painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes. Full or Part time .
AMERICA' S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS, 1 (800) 626-6267,
painting America's homes coast
to coast.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 9./14
Dairy Queen Is taking applications for weekday lunch hours.
Apply at 20 State Street.
.,...-..,.,-.,--,----:- - - - - 9 / 8
Available ; Competitive wages
for PT and FT Developmental
Trainers and Activity Aides.
Apply In person at 738 18th St..
Chas., IL EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 9/14

l

.____.........,_ _.._.~---1
MODELS NEEDED. MALE OR
FEMALE MODELS FOR LIFE
DRAWING CLASSES. IF
INTERESTED, CALL 581-3410
TO APPLY.
_ _ __ _.9/3

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-n46. 9-5.
~___,_ _ _ _ __
_ 12110
Nice 3 bedroom modem duplex
on 1 acre. $550 mo. for 3 . 948·
5382.
--.,,..,,--- -- - - - 9/3
LARGE 2 BDRM TOWNHOME
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELYI
$450/ MTH
YR .
LEASE,
$550/MTH SCHOOL YA.
LEASE. CALL 345·2520
9/3
DAILY /MONTH_L_Y_P_A_R_K_I NG
AVAILABLE close to campus for
faculty, staff, students. or business people. 8 a .m. - 5 p.m. ,
Monday through Friday. $1 .00
per day. Call Don at 345-7849.
- - - _ __ _ __ 9/3
HOUSE WITH 3 FEMALES
LOOKING FOR 1 MORE TO
SHARE EXPENSES. 1530 2ND
STREET. OWN RM., FUR·
NISHED, WASHER/DRYER
INCLUDED.
345-1160.
_ __ _$195.
_ __
__ 913

Foal.Bi
PORTABLE
BOOKSHELF
STEREO SYS. WITH DETACH.
SPKRS., DIGITAL, DUAL
CASS. , CD. $150 OBO. 235·
9663. BRIDGET.
9/2
..,.19'.:""8""9,....-.,N
'""l'""S:-:S'""A-N- H
- -A-R-D-B-ODY
PICKUP, SUNROOF. MINT
CONDITION. $6500. CALL 348·
8781
_ _ __ __ ____.9 /3

Roommate Wanted : low rent,
good location, own bedroom.
Call John Sala, 345-6117 or
C21, 345·4489.

Needed: Sublessor for '93
school yr. $170 a month, utilities
not included. Call 345·5687.
Male.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/2

Classified Ad Form
Name:
Address:
Student 0 Yes O No

Dates to run

Ad to read:

FUNDRAISERS!
RAISE $150-$300!
GUARANTEED in one
week PLUS BONUS
up to $500!

Manage promooons for top companies for one week on your campus. can for FREE GIFT and to
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94,
Call 1-800-950-1037, ext. 25
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DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL Education will hold a Family Fun F
at 4:30 p.m. Sept. 10 In Room 112 Buzzard Bulld1ng. Turn n
"friend lor a day" forms by 4:30 p.m. Sept. 10.
WOMEN'S RUGBY PRACTICE will be held at 8 p.m. tonight at
rugby field behind Lawson Hall. Questions, call Laune at 345-2969
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Wiii hold mass and a "build your
sundae,• free at 9 p.m. tonight at the Newman Center, 9th and Li
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will hold an mlormatJonal meeting at 7 p.m.
at the Afro-American Cultural Center. For more information contac:t
Kappa house at 348-1439
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT Society of America will hold ill
meeting at 6 p.m tonight at the Campus Pond. Free food and
ages.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS FLAG football entry deadline is from 1
to 10 p.m. today at the Intramural desk in the SAC Lobby.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS SOCCER entries will be accepted
ning at 1 p.m. today at the Intramural desk in the SAC Lobby.
~OTANY CLUB GET Acquainted Meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
1n Room 203 Life Sciences Building. Everyone is welcome.
SOCIOLOGY FIRST MEETING will be held at 5:30 p.m. today at
313 Blair Hall. Alpha Kappa Delta, an Honors Sociology Society ii
exclusive to Sociology majors.
ACS MEETING AT 7 p.m. tonight in Room 415 Science Bui
Anyone interested, please attend. Free Food.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. t
Room 013 Fine Arts Music. All old members are asked to be
and on time. All new members and those who would like to
rehearsal will be held this Sat.
PHILOSOPHY FORUM INFORMATIONAL meeting will be held
p.m. today In Room 326 Coleman Hall. New members are always
come. Please bring an excerpt of your favorite poet, philosopher
saga to be cflSCUssed at meeting.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a business meeting at 5:30
the Effingham Room. Bring your checkbooks for Rush hats and
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will meet at 7 p.m. Sept 2 In
Hall. For more info call Shoshanna Bauer at 581-2234.
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES Ass. will hold a meeting at 5:30
today in Room 207 Blair Hall. All new and old members are we
BACCHUS MEETING AT 6:15 p.m. tonight in the Chariest
Room of the Union. Everyone 1s welcome.
UNITY GOSPEL FEUOWSHIP Choir YfiD hold a Bible study at 7
tonight m the Paris Room of the Union. Please bnng your Bible
will be Genesis 3:1-30.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center will hold Comm
9:30 p.m: tonight at. the Wesley United Methodist Chapel. The
Foundation has a informal, student-led Communion Service
Wednesday night. Everyone 1n inVlted.
HEALTH STUDIES (ETA Sigma Gamma) w111 hold an open hol.1 p.m. to 3 p.m. today at the Health Studies Office. Relr
informallon.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will hold Wednesday ~
study et 7 p.m. tonight at the Christian Campus House behind
Hall.
Please Note: C8n1lUS Qps are IU"I free ol charge ONE DAY ONLY tor

M More withered

Under Classificaboo of:
Person accepting ad

___.J

FUNDRAISERS FUNDRAISERS

DailJT Eastem Iell§

Phone:

1fJ...YJ'BD

[..__ _
P_oa_B_E. . ~T
.._

0Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserws the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

DOWN
1 Competitors
2 Frigid ; bleak
3Dennis the
Menace, e.g.
•Cathedral
section
1 Compatriots
•Cook on a grill
T M ine section
• Calif artist
colony
•Kind of way or
code
10 Start
11 Old Japanese
com
12Wedding
write-up word
11Vain
21 One, to Ouida
21 Eggs
•Caustic
substance
27 Tee preceder
•Boxing's
"greatesr
31 U .S.A.
distaffer
~Alias

34 Draft letters

ucaen
connectives
3T · - - troubled
waters": M .
Henry
31 Cry of triumph
nTown inW.Va.
40Suffixwith
Jersey
4t Geisha's
waistband
a Convened
46 Soup garnish
441 Hebrew judge

441 Hardwood tree
41 "Marilyn• author
so Akin on Dad's
Side
s1 Henpecked
14 Acronym for
genes'
macromolecules

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Inside Edition
7:00 Unsolved
7:30 Mystenes
8:00 Now
8:30
9:00 Law& Older
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Tonghl

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-9 29

WILL-12 12

UFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEJU-9

News

News

SponsCenter

Uncle lluck

MacNeil, Lehrer

Mamed

Baseball

Unsotted
Mystenes

Roseanne

Entmt. Tonoght

Paracfse lleacll
Designing Women

Ctleels

Australian
Animals

Clti> Connect

Trouble wrlarry
TallHopes

Wonder Years

LA.Law

&Yerty Hills 90210

Malung of B

Lrttle House

Ned Blessing

us Open
Terns

Movie A
NewUfe

News

News
Love Connectioo

0

Baseball Torighl
SportsCenter

antum leap

igh1 Cour1
Renegade

Being
Movie

Wings

Bonanza

Star Trell The
Next Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America

Nignt Goul'I

Malango• a

Studs

Continent

Decoy
Movie

Movie: Gu!s
& Glory Part I

News

Cormish

M'A S'H

Continent

Geograplic

Eye on the
Prize II

Home~CMI.

Street Maleh
48Holn

National

Reading~

Unsolved Myst
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nknown boxes for longer than expected
SAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Tubby
Tomashek spoke for the common
after his first - and surely last eight title fight.
eepers creepers," the paunchygame Wisconsin dock worker
with a smile. "Who's going to
e this?" Back home in Green
on Saturday night, drinking a
and watching the Packers,
hek had no idea that 48 hours
the Packers could be home
. ghim.
a like a movie, but I ain't Rocky.
uglier," he said.
· g and clowning but horribly
atched, Tomashek went four
with a confused and embarTommy Morrison on Monday
in what was supposed to be a
title fight with Mike Williams.
ad, Williams withdrew about
ur before the nationally tele-

vised 12-round bout and was outside the arena, only Tomashek seemed to
hailing a cab when promoter Bob be having fun. He was having a ball.
Arum announced to Morrison's dis"I'm excited as heck," he said.
appointed hometown fans there had "'There's a million guys out there who
been a change of plans.
would jump at this chance. Did I
As the crowd booed and threw ice train? I do have that step-climber
into the ring, Williams' own manager machine. I used that a couple times.
called him "yellow" and "a bum." I got in shape by having the guys at
"The official word is Mike turned yel- work beat me up."
low and left," manager Bob Jordan
Morrison (38-1), scheduled to fight
said. "He said he pulled a muscle in WBC champ Lennox Lewis in March,
his back. We had two doctors check was hardly touched by the 28-yearhim out and they could not find an old Tomashek (34-11) before putting
injury. His wife said there's nothing him down hard with left-right head
wrong with him." Arum said shots in the fourth that opened
Williams refused to take the prefight bloody cuts.
drug test, but the promoter did not
Over Tomashek's protests, doctors
know the reason for his withdrawal.
refused to let him come out for the
Williams, climbing into his cab, fifth, bringing an end to what must
had no comment except to say drugs have been the first heavyweight title
were not the problem.
fight where the champion did not
"I don't do drugs," he said.
know the challenger's name.
"I didn't know I was fighting
Among the 8,000 or so people in

Lost: Black leather wallet before
2p.m. on August 30th. For
reward please aall Mat1< at 345·
6170.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/3

RUSH DELTA CHI, RUSH
DELTA CHI, RUSH DELTA CHI,
RUSH DELTA CHI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9
, /2
Farrah Meis of Sigma Kappa:
Thanks for being an AWESOME
P X partner. Call me·Let's do
lunchll Robyn.
9/1
~K-A~P~PA--=D~E~L
~T~A--=-R-H~O~:-C=-:ON·

GRATS ON CAPTURING FIRST
PLACE
IN
FRATERNITY
GRADES! LOVE, CASSIE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

9/1

~1--=PA:--:l~R,..-::O~F:-:EY E

IN A BLACK CASE.
TO
STUDENT
TIONS, BUZZARD

9/1
_A_L_L.....
E=T--N---EAR
_ W
HALL. IF FOUND
-2614 FOR REWARD.
,___ _ _ _ _913

A Tradition of Excellence •••
Rush Delta Chi. For Rides and
Information, call 6790 or 6727
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2
CANOE RIVER RUNSlll (near
Fox Ridge) 9 & 15 mile outings-For resv or info call Canoe
Limited between 6 & 9 p.m. 0
1·923-2707.
__________
9~

Rush Deha Chi, Rush Delta Chi,
Rush Delta Chi, Rush Delta Chi,
Rush Delta Chi ... For Rides
and Info call 6790 or 6727

----=--------9n

COURTNEY RAKOW: Congrats
on pledging Delta Zetal This is
only the beginning of MANY
good times. DZ love & mineRobyn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _911

Rush Delta Chi: A Tradition of
Excellence. For rides and info.,
call 581-6790 or 581·6727
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _912
PARTY BARN! 4 MILES E. OF
TOWN. LARGE AREA FOR
RENT, HAY RACK RIDES .
CALL
_ _345-7658.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3
Rush Delta Chi: A Tradition of
Excellence. For rides and info.,
call 581-6790 or 581·6727.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _912
When you want the hottest tan
In town you
come to
(JAMAICAN TAN). Don't forget
your Visa because they don•t
take American Express. 1 o
tans, $30.00. 348-0018, 410 7th

St.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/3
HEY BETH H AGERll The
Grandmaster and The Sisters of
the Drunken Bond congratulate
you and y our red hot Sig Kap
pledge class on a WISE decision. We look forward to an
Insane In The Membrain
Homecoming 1993. Be ready for
the following distinguished
alumni;
Kelcey
(The
Grandmaster) Ralston, Missy
(The Kid) Graff, and Kristin
(Hoedown) Hagerll Go EIUll
-----~ _ _ _9/1
Rush D-Chi, Rush D-Chl, Rush
D-Chi, Rush D·Chl, Rush D-Chi,
Rush D-Chi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.912
TIFFANY (Hawaii): Your the
best big sister in the whole
world. Thanx for Sat. night.
Love you Jill (Honolulu)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

Transportation
That's
Inexpensive, Fun, and Easy to
Store. Motorized scooters and
skateboards. For more information on campus commuting made
easy call Mark H!00-492-5842.
9/17

_H_O_M~E-C_O_M_l_N~G--P-A-C-KETS

AVAILABLE
NOW•
All
Recognized
Student
Organizations who plan to participate in Homecoming must
pick up packet In Room 201
University Union bdtween 8
a.m. • 4:30 p.m. Homecoming
1993: ·once Upon a Time• is
October 16-23.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca9/1,2.1
A Tradition of Excellence •..
Rush Delta Chi. For rides and
Information call 6790 or 6727.

what's his name till I got out there,"
Morrison said.
It also had to be the first heavyweight title fight where the guy who
won kept apologizing for the quality
of the opposition.
"It wasn't my fault," Morrison said
over and over. "I know some people
are probably not happy. But it wasn't
my fault." Arum sensed problems
when Williams failed to show up for
a Thursday news confe r ence.
Tomashek had put in five hours at
his job with ShopKo Distribution "I do a lot of lifting" - before Arum
called Saturday.
"They said they might need me to
fight Tommy Morrison. I thought it
was a joke," Tomashek said. "The
best thing was not having to wait in
line to get tickets. I said, 'Hey, I'm
fighting, I don't need to stand in
line.m

ATTENTION RECOGNIZED
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
Homecoming participation packets are now available In Room
201 University Union between
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Homecoming 1993: ·once Upon
a Time" ls October 16-23
__________ca9/1.2,7
SIG EPS: Good Luck with rush.
I know you guys will do awesomelll Love Your Sweetheart,
Amy
_____________9/1
The Women's Rugby team will
hold practices Wed-Fri at 7 p.m.
at Rugby Field behind Lawson.
No experience needed. Call
Laurie at 345·2969 for questions.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3

GOOD LUCK to all the
Fraternities dunng Rushl From
the Ladles of TRI-SIGMA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/1
CHR ISTINA
KINDER:
Congratulations on pledging
ALPHA PHii Your an awesome
Ivy linker! Keep your chin up
cuz you look great In our letters!
Love, Larall
9/1
T,......
R-1-S
....l__
G_M_A__
N__,E-W.,..-M""'
E'""
M""'B-=-ER
' S:
Yo u are all a great jobl Love,
The Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./1
SIGMA CHls: It's great to see
you all back! I'm looking forward
to another great semester!
Good Luck with Rushl You guys
are the best! Love, Lara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

~---=-------~2

DRUMMER seeking band or
wanting to start band. Call Tom,
581·6164.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

PROFESSIONAL SALES HELP

STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE
4 MILES E. ON RT. 16. PHONE
345·7658.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./3

WANTED!

John Macis of Sigma Pl:
Congratulations on going active!
Your ASA Mom is very proud of
youl ASA, Tiffany
9/1
C_L_U_B-SO_C_C_E_R
___
T_R_Y_o_u=TS-this

Become an Advertising Representative
for The Daily Eastern News.

Wed, 911 & Thurs, 9/2, 4 p.m.
on practice field. For info call
RAZ 348-5410.

----------,..,....,...---:9~
LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA VIP
Dinner at 6:00. For rides call
Brian at 6860.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/1

Pick u p an application in the n orth
gym of Buzzard Building
or
call 581-2812 and ask
for John or Traci.

Calvin and Hobbes
DAO. V{\lL

i~

PIJi P. SE.LL

ON~'{ Bl~:>

Daily Eastern News will run your
•foR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1

t

by Bill Watterson
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1 .00
1 tor $1 is available to any ~merclal Individual who
ID sell an Items or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

: (one word per line)

_ _ _ _,Pereon accepting ad - - _ _ _ _Composjt~----

_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __.
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Southwest Missouri St.
hopes to run over foes
Editor's note: This is the final
part in a six-part series previewing the Eastern football
team's Gateway Conference
opponents.

SW Missouri St. at a glance
Preseason p ick:
Second place in Gateway

By BOB CRAMPTON
Staff writer

\t'S

Shear Professionals

503 Buchanan
345-4449
Your hairdressers away from home!

Last season : 6-5, 4-2
Second place in Gateway

The Southwest Missouri
State Bears are not worrying
about tearing up the ground,

Ou tlook: The Bears will once again feature a strong run·
ning game after leading the G·atflway in that category in
ench of the past eight seasons. The Bears will platoon
three men in at quarterback :W start th~ season but conch
Jesse Branch expects improvement frorn last year.

but do have some concern

with their passing game.
Going into this year's football campaign, the Bears will
look to lead the Gateway
Conference in rushing for the
ninth consecutive season.
This means six players
(Anthony Pegues, Brian
Moore, DeShane Reed, Matt
Hosey, Dion Wiggins, and
Jerry Terry) hope to contribute to yet another rushing
title.
Pegues looks to be the "bigplay" man for the Bear~ in
both th e backfield and at the
receiver position. In '92,
Pegues sprinted for 498 yards
and seven touchdowns while
collecting 247 yards receiving.
"We will certainly run the
football," said Southwest
coach Jesse Branch, whose
team returns eight starters on
offense. "Hopefully we can
mix in a passing game, but
the rushing game is what
we've relied on."
If the Bears are to succeed
in the air, they will look upon
seniors Cleveland Antoine
and Phil Johnson along with
junior Ken Whittaker to spark
some kind of passing attack.
Antoine was the starting
quarterback for most of last·
season before Whittaker took
over the job at mid-season,
only to be sidelined with an
injury. Also, Johnson, a transfer from the University of
Missouri, looks to be a threat
at the quarterback spot.
"Each quarterback will split

Ask your friends, they'll tell you

I
Schedule: The Bears will have six horne games this season, but will fae~ a tough toad sch~dul~. The Be!;lrs will
travel to Oklahoma State, North Texas, Southern IDinois
and Western 111inois. Eastern. will also play host to the
Bears on Oct. 30.
time in the first game,"
Branch said. "They are excellent players, and we'll just
switch them in and out and
see how it goes."
Besides shuffling the trio Qf
quarterback candidates,
Branch sees his defense,
which returns seven starters,
as a key factor to the team's
success.
"We feel to win a championship, one must play good
defense," said Branch, the
winningest coach in the history of the Gateway. "That is
how Northern Iowa has been
so successful in the past seasons, due to their defensive
play."
The Bears, which finished
with a 6-5 mark last year, will
be relying on senior linebackers Cameron Flemming and
Mike Strickland, along with
senior defensive end Bobby
Godwin to lead the Bear
defense, which was ranked
third in the conference last
season.
"These three players are
really built on s p eed and
quickness," Branch said. "I

look for them to contribute
greatly to this year's team."
As far as Southwest's
schedule goes, it is the first
time that it will play six regular season home games.
"It's the first time since fve
been here that there has been
this many home games," said
Branch, who is entering his
eighth season with the club. "I
anticipate it to be a positive
factor for us, and I hope we
can take advantage ofit."
After opening its season at
home on Sept. 4 versus
Southeast Missouri, the Bears
will travel to play Oklahoma
State and North Texas before
returning home for four consecutive games.
"We have to get through
this tough schedule," Branch
said. "We must come together
as a team, and play up to our
capabilities.
"Since we had such a poor
passing game, they were
never in the spotlight much,"
Branch said. "But I hope to
have a more balanced attack
this season."

ONE FREE TOPPING
PLUS ONE FREE ORDER OF
TWISTYSTIX
PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

348-1626

ALTERNATIV
"NIGHT
50¢ Drafts
$4.00 Vodka Lemonade
Pitchers ·
NO COVER

FREE
Breadsticks
with the purchase
of any
Large or XX Large

Pizza

The
Dail)'"

Eastern
: New-8

Classifieds ·:
Sell

· Sept. 1Torught,

"Westem N"tght"

.
-Hamburgers on the grillTime: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m .
Place: K6.P House, 509 Lincoln,
across from Old Main

KAPPA DELTA RHO
For Rides and Info. call 345-KDR4

Get over the Hump at

~~rty's
CHICKEN PITA FAJITAS
w/ Chips & Salsa $2i2

$1 25 Large Drafts
Lite - Genuine Draft
TONIGHT • HOT WINGS

Italian- ham,salami. pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce. tomato and Italian
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzare11a. 1c11uce. 1ta1ian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef. auJus and pepperoncint.
Poor Boy- ham, salaml. mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salaml, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 3n

e Dally EW1te.rn lWews
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ook claims Holtz Eastern _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
aid off ex-players
this bunch, who took the title
their sophomore year, scoring
Even though the Panther's a low 20 points. That season,
success came relatively quick, 1967, they went 8-2 in dual
they still had to pay the price, meet competition and placed
and the ageless Charleston second at the Illinois state
sun overhead didn't make it meet.
any easier.
The next year they were
"That first practice was even better in dual competimurder," said Fehrenbacher. tion, going 9-1, losing only to
"Quinlan and Schneider could Illinois. After another strong
go all day. I remember they win at conference, Eastern
took us out on a 10 miler. It was picked as a national conjust seemed like they were tender, and the school sent its
gonna keep going and going. first full team to the NCAA
When we got back, I literally college division champicrawled back t.o the dorm."
onships.
"I can remember coach
The Panthers ran well, but
Woodall getting us together placed second to the
for a team meeting afterward University of Nevada. Howand saying that we could be ever, months afterward, durnational champions if we were ing the indoor track season,
willing t.o work for it," Stirrett the NCAA ruled most of
said. 'Td never been on a team Nevada's t.op individuals inelithat did anything in high gible. It was an Olympic year,
school, so hearing him tell us and most of those athletes
that really made an impres- were foreigners that missed a
sion on me."
great deal of schooling in
The first goal the coaches preparation for, and taking
set was for the team to win part in, the games at Mexico
conference junior year. But City.
that was too long of a wait for
The Panthers were then
• From page 12

SOUTH BEND, Ind.
) - Lou Holtz still isn't
lking about a book
ccusing him of paying
layers while he was at
·nnesota and encouragsteroid use during his
ven seasons at Notre
e.
The coach of the Irish
mained firm but evenmpered Tuesday as he
pressed for reaction to
e sharply critical book
· g a news conference
eduled to preview No. 7
otre Dame's season-openS at urd ay against
hwestern.
•1 have not read the
ok. I do not plan on
ding the book, and I'm
going to answer quesns about the book," he
·d, reiterating his stance
the past several weeks.

'"This is not easy for me
to do this, but in fairness
to our football team, this is
the way it is going to be
handled." The book,
"Under the Tarnished
Dome: How Notre Dame
Betrayed its Ideals for
Football Glory," is written
by Don Yaeger and
Douglas Looney. It is due
out Sept. 7.
Holtz, 56, is accused in
the nearly 300-page volume of participating in the
payment of players while
he was coach at Minnesota
in 1984-85. He took over at
Notre Dame in 1986.
Holtz's
tenure
at
Minnesota already has
been probed in two NCAA
investigations that yielded
a total of five years' probation and other penal ties
for the Gophers.

pay the guys you need and hope the
rest are good enough.
That is the true trend in baseball,
one that even Mr. Turner himself will
likely follow once he gains that elusive
championship ring.
It may be considered collusion, but a
day when all 28 teams have one "star"
hitter and or pitcher - just enough t.o
keep the fans coming t.o the park - will
shortly be upon us.
Gone are the days when Barry
Bonds could name his price and play

" From page 12

Yankees, Dodgers and Cubs, just
e a few, have already painfully
you can't buy a championship
elling out millions of off-season
rs. With the exception of Ted
r, who seems intent on winning
costs, most teams have opted t.o
the line on spending by retaining
one or two superstar players and
ding them with slightly better
average talent. In other words,

wherever he wanted the next season.
The power will again soon shift back t.o
management, where it belongs, with
players getting what they can, not
what they want.
The future of baseball could be compared to the movie industry - if an
act.or can't find a contract he likes, he11
hold out and quit making movies until
he does. He'll find the time off is actually hurting his career and eventually
settle for what he can get.
Expect to see the following adver-

declared champions, but
despite all the awards that followed, it still couldn't erase
the fact they'd been beaten.
1969 was a whole different
st.ory. There was t.o be no question of who was the best this
time, as the Panthers rocked
the NCAA meet through the
snow at Wheaton, beating
runner-up Eastern Michigan
84-146 in a field of 416 runners.
The 1968 and 1969 teams
were the pioneers of harrier
excellence at Eastern, and
paved the way for a decade of
success which saw Panther
teams place in the t.op five five
times, with the 1977 squad
once again claiming the title.
"My four years with the
team at Eastern were the
most satisfying of my life,"
Mcintire said. "Some people
might say that's sad in a way,
like everything has been down
hill since. But I know that
what we did back then is
something most people never
get a chance t.o do their whole
life."

tisement in your newspaper's classified
section:
WANTED: Full-time outfielder; 3-5
years experience preferred; power and
average a must; duties - bat third and
drive in runs; salary - $5 million over
three years, non negotiable; for further
information, contact your local Major
League Baseball team.

- Rob Manker is a staff writer for the.
The Daily Eastern News

Bring In This Ad for

1/2 off Cuts

with participating stylists • offer good w/this ad only
First time clients please.

345-6363
W.Jcome 9Jacli
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FALL RUSH 1993
OOK OUT WITH THE
MEN of SIGMA CHI
TONIGHT
Where:

GREEK COURT

Time:

6:00 - 9:00
Casual Dress

The Daily Eastern New8

ere!
For Rides & Info Call:
581-6803 or 581-6824
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FALL SPORTS GUIDE
is Coming!

By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

The hot August sun in
Charleston is not very easy
to forget.
Six members of Eastern'e
1968 and 1969 NCAA championship cross country
teams, who returned to
their alma mater for the
Alumni Open Saturday,
remembered it all too well.
There on Lantz athletic
field, in the midst of
Eastern's most recent dose
of merciless heat and
humidity, Dike Stirrett,
Marty Mcintire, Larry
Mayse, Jim Fehrenbacher,
Ken Klipp and Jim Skinner
were reminded of the days
when they poured their
hearts into being the best
team in the country.
It was the first time the
gr oup had gotten together
for an official reunion in
over 20 years. Stirrett,
Mayse, Klipp and Mcintire
joined other alumni in an
effort to take down this
year's Panther squad, while
the others cheered them on.
After the four-mile romp
was over, which showed victory for the current Eastern
squad, 22-39, the group got

......

1969 NCAA champfonshlp squad Kneeling from left: Ken
Klipp, I.any Mayse, Jim Fehrenbacher. Jim Skinner.
Standing from left: Asst Coadt Thm Woodall Dike Sttrrett.
Marty Mcintire, Jim H ackbarth. Head Coach Pat O'Brien.

together for a 25th anniversary party behind the stadium named after their legendary coach, Pat O'Brien,
and swapped memories as if
they happened yesterday.
"Boy it was hot out there
today," said Stirrett, shaking his head.
"Yeah, but I can remember when it was even hotter," interjected Mcintire,

BRIAN BARRIS/Staff pho
Standing from left: Tom Woodall. Larry Mayse. Dike
Marty Mcintire. Ken Klipp, Jim Fehrenbacher.
Woodall and his former proteges celebrated the 25th

anniversary of Eastern 's.first NCAA championship.

remembering back to the Roger Quinlan, who both rest of the team just
first day of practice bis became Eastern's first cross said Tom Woodall, w
freshman year in 1966. He country All-Americans in an assistant to O'Bri
along with Stirrett, Mayse 1966. But behind them the t he time.
The coaches soon
and Fehrenbacher were the level of talent dropped off
recruitment of legi
main treasures gathered up hard.
"I can remember my first long distance speci
by the big "distance men"
recruitment campaign that year of coaching here, in more seriously and
year. Before that, Eastern 1965, when Quinlan and rapidly became a na
was hurting in the distance Schneider would go 1-2 in power over hill and
core. The team had two big nearly all the races. But
• Continued on
guns in John Schneider and we'd be lucky to have the

Young line corps bring a
rush of speed to defense

Baseball buzzword
Cut player expens

By ROBERT MANKER
Staff writer

Eastern defensive line
coach Randy Melvin lists
only one returning starter
among his corps for Thursday night's opener at Murray
State, but he says not to
worry.
"Only one of them has
played a whole season, and
that's Chris Wilkerson,"
Melvin said. "But we've got a
good, young group of guys
coming in to play around
hlm.
"This is probably the
fastest and closest to the
biggest line we've had,"
Melvin said of Eastern teams
during his six seasons here.
"We've got good height, good
size, and we're the strongest
we've ever been."
Wilkerson, a 6-foot, 255pound junior, returns at nose
tackle where he totaled 49
tackles a year ago, ninth on
the team. Melvin describes
Wilkerson as the Panthers'
strongest defensive lineman
and a leader on the field.
"He had hi.ti knee t1cu~<l in
the spring and came back to
play in the spring game,"
Melvin said. "That's the type
of leadership we want to
see."
Lining up along side
Wilkerson at the other tackle
position will be 6-foot-3-inch,
245-pound Demetrius Lane.
Lane saw limited playing
time last year recording nine
tackles in five games.
"He spot played last year,"

Demetrius Lane

Chris WUkerson

Melvin said of the fifth-year
senior. "But he's really
worked hard to the point
where he was elected one of
the team's captains.
"He's a big physical kid,
and he plays the game hard.
I'm expecting a lot out of him
this fall."
Melvin said Curtis Price
and Kevin Ellison will split
time on the line with Ellison
getting the starting nod
Thursday night.
"Price excelled during the
i;pring, and came in expecting to start," Melvin said.
"But he's definitely going to
be a factor for us up front."
Ellison is a 6-foot-5-inch,
240-pound redshirt freshman
and Price a 6-foot-2-inch,
250-pound sophomore from
Mattoon. Both have yet to
play a fall game in an
Eastern uniform.
Rounding out the defensive line will be Mike Miller
at defensive end. Mmer ii; a

6-2, 225-pound junior transfer student from Kent State.
He recorded 18 quarterback
sacks, three blocked punts
and four interceptions in two
seasons at Harper Community College. He was
named a junior college AllAmerican there in 1991.
Overall, Melvin says he's
confident of his linemen
despite their lack of experience.
"fm really happy with the
group I have," Melvin said.
"They're mentally tough, and
they work really hard.
"We recruit them to play,
and that's what we expect
out of them. They seem to
have paid the price, and now
it's time for the games.
"That's what the games
are all about. You kind of
find out how good things are
against opponenlc;."
The Panthers' opener with
Murray State kicks off at 7
p.m. Thursday in Murray, Ky.

It seems popular today to write
about what money and "big business"
are doing to the game of baseball.
Bad news folks, it's already been
done. Examples:
• The Toronto Blue Jays trade for
Rickey Henderson knowing he'll likely
be packing his bags come season's end,
with or without a World Series ring,
and heading for greener, more southern pastures.
Robert
• The Chicago White Sox bring in Manker
Tim Belcher even though their ace,
Jack McDowell, might not be wearing
the infamous good-guy black much longer.
• The Atlanta Braves attempt to obtain D
Martinez, likely a No. 1-2 starter on most big 1
teams, although they couldn't even assure him of a
their starting rotation.
Welcome to the days of rent-a-player.
It used to be that if a team was one or two player&
come late August, a few backup catchers, good d
infielders or left-handed pitchers might be mov
now.
The players mentioned above are proven winnen
star caliber traded (or in Martinez' case, almost
for no more than costwCUtting purposes.
To the teams who acquire them, they're little mo
hired guns expected to put them over the top by
By November, these players will be out of work
everywhere they can for another seven-figure con
In most cases these money-hungry mercenari
from small-market teams who can no longer afford

their high salaries. In return come marginal minor
prospects or big-league journeymen as the smalltearns try desperately to restock their depleted
pool.
Where's the sport in raping a small-market
August and leaving their former all-stars unem
come November?
The "experts" have claimed that as the financial
baseball worsen, the superstar players will slowly
tate toward a few major-market teams via the
market. Don't bet on it.
., Continued on page 11

